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Tomato Clock is a lightweight, easy-to-use extension for Firefox,
based on the so-called Pomodoro technique for improved time

management. The extension permits users to split their work time
into sessions of 25 minutes each, followed by short 5-minute breaks.
After four 25-minute work sessions, the Tomato Clock extension for
Firefox will announce you to take a more extended, 15-minute break.

Such a time management technique keeps your mind fresh but
focused on the job, as well. Tomato Clock is straightforward to use.

It comes with four buttons, each with its function Tomato, Short
Break, Long Break, and Reset. Their names are self-explanatory. You
can customize the timers, according to your needs and desires. To do
that, right-click the extension's icon and go to Manage Extension, and

then to Options. Once the countdown ends, the extension will send
you a notification right in your browser, along with a sound alert. You

can also reset the timers whenever you want. View your stats in
Tomato Clock This extension also allows users to view their stats per

week, month, and so on. That means users can see how many
"Tomatoes" they had during the selected interval and how many

breaks, either short or long, they took. Viewing these stats might be
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helpful for users to see how proper their time management technique
is, and how they can improve that to increase productivity without

overworking. In addition, you can easily sync your stats on multiple
devices via Firefox's cloud storage. A simple but useful extension for

Firefox When working, many of us forget to take frequent short
breaks, and we can become anxious and lose our focus. That's not
something we like to see happening. That's why the Tomato Clock

extension is a useful application for workers. With a clean GUI and a
straightforward way to use it, this extension is helpful for those who
want to manage their time better. A new release is expected soon to

address a few bugs in the Android version that are prevent the
extension from being usable from the outset Comments I installed
this app on my phone. It almost works. When you get an email, the
phone rings, it doesn't ring on the Tomato. Is there any way to fix
this? I also had the same issue on PC. It would ring only once. I

installed it on my asus user, with windows 7 ultimate. I cant see my
tomato either. On the PC, I used chrome to navigate. The PC
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Tomato Clock is a lightweight, easy-to-use extension for Firefox,
based on the so-called Pomodoro technique for improved time

management. The extension permits users to split their work time
into sessions of 25 minutes each, followed by short 5-minute breaks.
After four 25-minute work sessions, the Tomato Clock extension for
Firefox will announce you to take a more extended, 15-minute break.

Such a time management technique keeps your mind fresh but
focused on the job, as well. How this extension works Tomato Clock

is straightforward to use. It comes with four buttons, each with its
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function Tomato, Short Break, Long Break, and Reset. Their names
are self-explanatory. You can customize the timers, according to your
needs and desires. To do that, right-click the extension's icon and go

to Manage Extension, and then to Options. Once the countdown ends,
the extension will send you a notification right in your browser, along
with a sound alert. You can also reset the timers whenever you want.
View your stats in Tomato Clock This extension also allows users to

view their stats per week, month, and so on. That means users can see
how many "Tomatoes" they had during the selected interval and how

many breaks, either short or long, they took. Viewing these stats
might be helpful for users to see how proper their time management
technique is, and how they can improve that to increase productivity
without overworking. In addition, you can easily sync your stats on
multiple devices via Firefox's cloud storage. A simple but useful
extension for Firefox When working, many of us forget to take
frequent short breaks, and we can become anxious and lose our

focus. That's not something we like to see happening. That's why the
Tomato Clock extension is a useful application for workers. With a

clean GUI and a straightforward way to use it, this extension is
helpful for those who want to manage their time better. 1.1

November 20, 2016 Performance update with 18 internal process for
a better compatibility and robustness August 31, 2017 Performance

update with 20 internal process for a better compatibility and
robustness Price History Contact Bespoke Extension Solutions are a
London based consultancy company delivering custom applications

for leading companies in the web and mobile space. We are a team of
highly experienced and skilled developers who always strive to

exceed our client's expectations by working in 09e8f5149f
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Tomato Clock is a lightweight, easy-to-use extension for Firefox,
based on the so-called Pomodoro technique for improved time
management. The extension permits users to split their work time
into sessions of 25 minutes each, followed by short 5-minute breaks.
After four 25-minute work sessions, the Tomato Clock extension for
Firefox will announce you to take a more extended, 15-minute break.
Such a time management technique keeps your mind fresh but
focused on the job, as well. - Tomato, Short Break, Long Break, and
Reset. Their names are self-explanatory - You can customize the
timers, according to your needs and desires. To do that, right-click
the extension's icon and go to Manage Extension, and then to Options
- Once the countdown ends, the extension will send you a notification
right in your browser, along with a sound alert. You can also reset the
timers whenever you want - View your stats in Tomato Clock - This
extension also allows users to view their stats per week, month, and
so on. That means users can see how many "Tomatoes" they had
during the selected interval and how many breaks, either short or
long, they took. - Viewing these stats might be helpful for users to see
how proper their time management technique is, and how they can
improve that to increase productivity without overworking. - In
addition, you can easily sync your stats on multiple devices via
Firefox's cloud storage Tomato Clock for Firefox Screenshots:
Google Chrome App Review This video will review the Google
Chrome App 'Tomato Clock'. This is a simple app that works on the
Pomodoro technique and gives you prompts for a 25 min work
session and 5 min break. After that the next prompt will come for a
longer session and after that a longer break. This is a simple app that
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works on the Pomodoro technique and gives you prompts for a 25
min work session and 5 min break. After that the next prompt will
come for a longer session and after that a longer break. Download
Google Chrome App for free: Pomodoro Technique Review - Pay
For A Life You Love Pomodoro Technique (Pomodoro, etc.) is a

What's New In?

Tomato Clock for Firefox is a simple and lightweight extension for
your Firefox browser that lets you manage your time well. You can
set it up once for the lifetime of your Firefox browser, or you can
have it reset every time you start using the browser so it keeps on
giving you nice reminders. Furthermore, Tomato Clock makes it
possible to remind you to take a 15 minute break after every four 25
minute sessions. This will make sure you always have enough time to
switch between those sessions. Moreover, with this extension, you
can also go to detailed stats to see how many Tomatoes you worked
in a week, month, or any other interval of time. You can also sync
your stats across multiple devices. Awards: Identified by the
community as useful and have it ranked among the top extensions,
which is an indicator of its quality. Vetted by Firefox admins as safe
and reliable. What's new in this version: Minor Improvements.
What's new in this version: v1.4.14. Now shows - "12:00" instead of
"00:00" for the 5-minute break v1.4.13. Now allows setting the timer
to any value. v1.4.12. Improved the UI. v1.4.11. Added a wizard to
set up Tomato clock. v1.4.10. Added an auto-save feature (Note:
requires localStorage.autoSave). v1.4.9. Updated the Help link.
v1.4.8. Added a reminder option to the pause/resume options. v1.4.7.
Fixed the default change for the durations of the break intervals to
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match the actual Firefox's default. v1.4.6. Now you can set the
durations of the sessions and the breaks in a simple and flexible way.
v1.4.5. You can now choose from one of three intervals for a session:
25, 50, and 100 minutes. v1.4.4. Added an option for the default
break interval, so that you can set the break interval you want to use
by default. v1.4.3. Added Help link in
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System Requirements For Tomato Clock For Firefox:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 (any version) Windows 7 (any version)
Processor: 2GHz or faster processor 2GHz or faster processor RAM:
1GB or more of RAM 1GB or more of RAM Graphics: DirectX 9
graphics card DirectX 9 graphics card Sound Card: Sound card that
supports DirectSound. Sound card that supports DirectSound. HDD:
25GB or more of free space 25GB or more of free space DirectX:
Windows XP Service Pack 3 or later Windows XP Service Pack 3 or
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